
Abstract

The drop impact phenomenon can be used to study many agricultur-
al aspects related to the rainfall, runoff and irrigation, such as the sta-
bility of aggregated and the detachment of fine particles. The aim of
this study was to study experimentally and numerically the water drop
impact on a solid wall. In a first phase a simple experimental apparatus
and basic theoretical concepts were used to investigate the influence
of the drop speed on the impact pressure. In the second section, a
finite element model able to reproduce the complex phenomenon
observed in the experimental phase, was developed. The pressure val-
ues obtained by experimental measurement are similar to those calcu-
lated on the base of the energy conservation principle (average per-
centage difference of 15.6%). Numerical model was useful to obtain
important information on pressure profile inside the drop and the
impact pressure during the splash, at present hard to achieve experi-
mentally. The model was used to estimate also an almost realistic
dynamic behaviour of the spreading drop.

Introduction

The splashing phenomenon occurs when a liquid droplet impacts
onto a solid or liquid surface (Liu et al., 2010). The physical mecha-
nisms of splashing are still not completely understood, droplet impact
against soil can be used to study many phenomena related to rainfall,

runoff, irrigation, erosion of the soil and slopes. Particularly the drop
impact affects the stability of aggregated and the detachment of fine
particles, influencing the reorganisation, and compaction of particles
in the soil surface. 
The splash process can be characterised as two sub processes: the

detachment or the dislodgement of particles and the transport of these
particles in random directions (Mouzai and Bouhadef, 2003).
The effect of raindrop impact on soil is commonly attributed to the

drop kinetic energy, momentum, or to some combination of these.
Particularly this effect can be related to the drop diameter, velocity,
shape, drop force and so impact pressure (Mouzai and Bouhadef,
2001). However Liu et al. (2010) reported that the pressure field (dis-
tribution) inside the drop during impact is the key factor that produces
splashing. As concerning the eroding pressure, different combinations
of water drop characteristics such as mass, speed and diameter can
differently affect the soil detachment.
Many types of set up were used to experimentally study the water

drops impact during rainfall. These techniques have been used to bet-
ter isolate the major factors that affect the soil erosion by water drops
(Paige et al. 2003). The majority of laboratory rainfall simulators are
made by array of needles or are based on a spinning disk, which pro-
duce pulsed rain and allow to measure over water mass-flow, velocity
and pressure at the impact (Thomas and El Swaify, 1989; Hignett et al.
1995; Shrivastava and Ghanshyam, 1998). Many of cited studies were
strongly focused on effects on soil, considering the water energy as the
key parameter (Kinnell and Wood, 1992; Regmi and Thompson, 2000). 
In recent year, progress in computing efficiency coupled with

reduced costs of codes has set out the numerical simulation as a pow-
erful tool to study many physical phenomena (Norton and Sun, 2006;
Fabbri et al., 2011). Numerical simulation has been already used to
study the water drop impact on a porous substrate (Kumar and
Deshpande, 2006; Golpaygan et al., 2008; Reis et al., 2008), heated wall
(Pasandideh-Fard et al., 2001; Nikolopoulos et al., 2009), thin liquid
film (Josserand and Zalesk, 2003; Pan and Suga, 2005; Fest-Santini et
al., 2012) and on a solid wall (Yarin, 2006; Eggers et al., 2010; Lan and
Wang, 2014). 
Numerical simulations provides a detailed information comprising

not only the dynamics of the drop surface with respect to its position
and form but also the temporal behaviour of entire velocity and pres-
sure fields, with details far beyond the reach of the existing experi-
mental measurements.
The aim of this research was to study experimentally and numeri-

cally the water drop impact on a solid wall. This activity was focused as
a laboratory experience, and consequently the ideal solid wall was cho-
sen as alternative to a porous soil. This made the results obtained with
different techniques more comparable. Particularly the influence of
the impact speed on the impact pressure was evaluated. The work con-
sists in a first section on drop impact experiments carried out by using
simple instrument and theoretical concepts. In the second part, a finite
element model able to reproduce the complex phenomenon, which was
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observed in the experimental phase, was developed. The obtained
information, like velocity or pressure field, were useful to better under-
stand physically the investigated phenomena.

Materials and methods

Experimental study
Experimental test were carried out to measure the impact pressure

(Pa) of water drops as function of the hydraulic head (m).
The experimental rainfall simulator is shown schematically in

Figure 1. The sprinkler was made in plastic material and it was provid-
ed of 20 holes (diameter of 1 mm) distributed over a length of 92 mm.
The sprinkler was powered by a hose connected to a Mariotte bottle that
maintained a constant flow regardless of the hydraulic head. The bottle
contained distilled water and it was placed to a variable hydraulic head
of 0.69, 0.98, 1.42 and 1.85 m. The water falls on a plastic bar charac-
terised by a length of 140 mm and a width of 5.8 mm and placed on two-
load cell with a full scale of 10 N (Type: L2357 s-beam; Tekkal, Milan,
Italy). The voltage signal coming from the load cells was conditioned
and subsequently analysed. An acquisition frequency of 60 s–1 was
used. For each considered hydraulic head, eight replicates were made.
All the tests were conducted at an environmental temperature of about
20°C.
The average experimental impact pressure (pex) was calculated as

following:

                                                                                                                

                                                                                  

(1)

where Fmax is the maximum-recorded force (N) while Ad is the conven-
tional drop impact area of twenty drops (m2), calculated as 20 circles of
1 mm diameter.

Theoretical study
The impact pressure (p, Pa) can be calculated on the base of the

energy conservation principle, assuming a full transfer of momentum
to the transducer:
                                                                                                                 

                                                                         
(2)

where:

rH2O: water density (1000 kgm–3);
                                                                                                                 

: impact speed (ms–1); 
                                     

(3)

: jet speed at the exit holes (ms–1);                 (4)

n: holes number (20); d: holes diameter (0.001 m);

: mass flow (kgs–1);                                                 (5)

z: hydraulic head (m); C: plant characteristic parameter experimentally
determined (0.007727); g: gravitational acceleration (ms–2); h: fall
height (0.05 m).

Finite elements model
A numerical model able to describe the impact of a water drop falling

on a flat rigid surface, was developed by using Comsol Multiphysics 5.0
(COMSOL s.r.l., Brescia, Italy).
A water drop is assumed to have an axial symmetry about the longi-

tudinal axis. The starting geometry was associated to a sphere with a
radius of 0.5 mm. The mesh was made by 5647 tetrahedral elements,
characterised by a minimum and an average element quality of 0.6932
and 0.9635 (dimensionless quantity between 0 and 1, where 1 repre-
sents a perfectly regular element, and 0 represents a degenerated ele-
ment), respectively. The mesh was refined up to a level for which the
calculus improvements were not significant.
Considering water (drop) and air as two phases, a laminar two-phase

flow was set. The fluid flow was governed by the following Navier-
Stokes equation:

  
(6)

where r is the fluid density (water: 1000 kgm–3; air: 1.3 kgm–3), m the
fluid dynamic viscosity (water: 1E-3 Pas; air: 1.93E-5 Pas), s the sur-
face tension coefficient between water and air (72 mNm–1), g gravita-
tional acceleration (9.81 ms–2), T the temperature (293 K) and p the
calculated pressure (Pa). 
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Figure 1. Experimental device.
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The initial and boundary conditions were: i) initial pressure equal to
0 Pa, both for air and water; ii) initial speed equal to 0 and vh (as report-
ed in the Equation 4), for air and water respectively; iii) the pressure
on the drop boundary equal to 0 Pa; iv) for the impact wall, a no slip
boundary condition was set.
A time-dependent sparse solver named PARDISO (Parallel parse

Direct Solver) was used to solve the linearized equations system, while
the level-set method was used to track the interface between the gas
and liquid phases. The computation was carried out on a PC with 24
CPU (Xeon5675 64 bit 3.07 GHz) and 24 GB RAM; the calculation time
was about 3 hours for an impact time of 1 ms. The results, in terms of
impact pressure (Pa), were compared with those obtained experimen-
tally and theoretically. 

Results and discussion

The experimental impact pressures as function of the hydraulic
head, are reported in Figure 2. It can be seen that the pressure linearly
increases with the hydraulic head with a determination coefficient of
0.982. The pressure values range from about 337±93 Pa to 1096±165
Pa. Results obtained by theoretical study are reported in Table 1. The
jet speed at the exit holes (vh) increases with the hydraulic head and
so also the impact pressure. The speed ranges from 0.41 ms–1 (z=0.69
m) to 0.67 ms–1 (z=1.85 m), while impact pressure varies from 573 Pa
to 713 Pa. The impact speed (v) values are 1.07, 1.10, 1.15, and 1.19 ms–1.
The percentage difference between calculated and experimental pres-
sure values is on average 15.6%, with a minimum value of 1.3% (z=0.98
m) and a maximum of 32.8% (z=0.69 m).
The water drop splash was studied also by using a specific finite ele-

ment model. The impact splash can be subdivided into a many phases
characterised by different drop shapes. Numerical models of drop
impact can be used to estimate also the detailed deformation of the
spreading drop, starting from a spherical geometry. Especially, the real
thickness of the lamella generated by drop impact onto a flat substrate
cannot be often determined from experiments. In Figures 3 and 4, the

shape evolution during the impact of a drop with a radius of 0.5 mm
and an impact speed of 1.1 ms–1, is reported. It can be see that in the
first stage of impact, the drop is strongly deformed near the bottom,
while its upper part retains its original shape (1-5). Subsequently the
drop starts to flatten, and deforms into a film (6-7). At the same time,
the end has begun to retract, and fluid collects into a rim (8).
Subsequently, retraction continues, and fluid collects into the rim,
which thickens, while the film thickness remains the same (9).
The model was useful to analyse the pressure profile inside the drop

and the impact pressure evolution during the splash. These measure-
ments are impossible to carry out by experimental test. According to
previous research, the pressure inside the droplet is generated during
the process of impact or during the conversion of momentum of the
impacting droplet into the momentum of flow along the impact surface
(Liu et al., 2010).
During the first stage of impact the drop undergoes a strong defor-

mation and the flow is redirected from a vertical to horizontal direction
as a consequence of a very strong pressure gradient. This phenomenon
occurs because the high-pressure region occupies a volume with the
same radius as the contact area of the drop with the solid surface, sim-
ilarly to the pressure distribution predicted by Hertz theory (Eggers et
al., 2010). Subsequently the high-pressure spreads over the whole drop
and the vertical flow stops.
The pressure calculated at the impact point r=0 and y=0 (intersec-

tion between drop symmetry axis and the impact plane), for an impact
speed of 1.1 ms–1. After the first stage, the maximum pressure decays
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Table 1. Results obtained by theoretical method.

h (m)        Qm (kgs−1)                vh (ms−1)        v (ms−1)        p (Pa)

0.69                       0.006                                  0.41                       1.07                    573
0.98                       0.008                                  0.49                       1.10                    608
1.42                       0.009                                  0.59                       1.15                    662
1.85                       0.011                                  0.67                       1.19                    713

Figure 2. Experimental impact pressure as function of hydraulic
head.

Figure 3. Change of the drop shape during the impact carried out
by numerical model.
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very quickly following an exponential trend. Similarly, Eggers et al.
(2010) reported that the maximum pressure in the flow decreases rap-
idly in a short time and that the flow in the drop is no longer pressure-
driven. Accordingly, the flow in the drop was described to a good
approximation by a simple hyperbolic flow with a rapidly decaying pres-
sure.
Pressure distribution at the plane for many time values is reported

in Figure 5. Particularly the pressure distribution as function of the
radius, for a drop speed of 1.1 m/s is shown. It can be see that the pres-
sure profile reproduces the drop shape evolution reported in Figure 3.
In accordance with the above, the higher-pressure values were
observed near the drop centre and during the first stages of the impact.
Pressure profile of a droplet impacting at different speed (1.07, 1.10,

1.15 and 1.19 ms–1) are shown in Figure 6. For the smaller speed, the
maximum internal pressure at moment of impact is about of 1380 Pa.
Increasing the speed, as might be expected, the pressure increases fol-

lowing approximately a power law (R2=0.999), and it reaches a maxi-
mum values of about 1690 Pa (1.19 ms–1) (Figure 7). By using a specif-
ic numerical model, Liu et al. (2010) reported similar results in term of
the behaviour of the internal pressure; however, since the impact speed
and the droplet dimensions were different, the results in terms of pres-
sure values cannot be compared.

Conclusions

The physical phenomena involved in a drop splashing are rather
complex and a unique technique for its study is actually not reported by
literature. In the agricultural field, the impact drop phenomenon can be
useful to study the slopes and soil erosion due to rainfall, runoff and
irrigation.
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Figure 4. Pressure calculated by using the model at different
impact time (impact point r=0 and y=0 and impact speed of 1.1
ms−1).

Figure 6. Pressure field calculated by using the numerical model
at the impact moment for different speed.

Figure 5. Pressure calculated at the plane for various instants
time (v=1.1 ms−1).

Figure 7. Maximum impact pressure calculated by using the
model as function of the impact speed.
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Sensitive piezoelectric films actually available are not suited, mainly
for their low resolution, and motion capture techniques does not give
dynamic information. Moreover in the real world drops are not spheri-
cal, acquiring a complex shape depending from surface tension and
interaction with air and gravity, often are not clearly individually sepa-
rated, being instead similar to an almost irregular flow.
Nevertheless the three different approach here reported permit to

gain comparable results, validating mutually in some way. As a conse-
quence it should be possible, using the shown techniques to obtain
more general results in the future, as regard different drops falling
speed and diameters.
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